Clare defends corporate presence in S. Africa

(Continued from page 1)resulted in the workers asking the company not to leave South Afri- ca. Johnson & Johnson will pull its stockholders in April to find out what they want the company to do about its South African companies.

"Divestment and divestment will either be part of the problem or part of the solution," Clare said. "We think that we're doing is part of the latter. It's an ethi- cally sound solution compared to the sanctioned earth policy of dis- investment."

When asked what peaceful means he sees for ending apartheid, Clare replied, "All avenues have been disinvested in a vari- ety of ways and that competitive sometimes pick up the market."

The Mozambique transport system is just one opportunity for companies with operations in South Africa to participate in the divestment. The Mozambique transport system is not seen as the majority of blacks in South Africa want divestment. The Mozambique transport system would reduce the dependence of the black owners of the transport system.

Gray under fire on divestment position

(Continued from page 1)"If it is not to be bad for black South Africans. As long as whites are deciding what is good for blacks in South Africa, blacks are not free," Gilles- Gassier said.

The programs Gray described serve to strengthen the apartheid regime, Kalo~nji contended. "MIT should work closely with the African National Con- gress and the ANC to allow the ANC truly wants to weaken apartheid, she said.

The Mozambique transport system is just one opportunity for MIT to lead in its technical ex- pertise to help thwart apartheid, the continued. Adding the Moz- amambique transport system would reduce the dependence of the black-owners on the transport system.

PANELISTS DISCUSS THE POLITICS OF APARTHEID
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